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DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF HERBERT J. RYSER 
Let U(n, T) be the set of ail matrices of O’s and l’s of order n with exactly r 0’s. 
We obtain an upper bound for the permanent of a matrix in U(n, t). For 0 <r < 2n 
and for nz - 2n C r < n2-n we determine all matrices in U(n, r) with maximum 
permanent. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
A = [q] (1 <i<n; 1 <j<n) 
be a (0, 1)-matrix of order n. The permanent of A is defined by 
per A = 1 ali, azi2 . . . a,,, 
where the summation extends over all permutations (i,, i,, . . . . i,) of 
{ 1,2, . . . . n}. Thus the permanent of A counts the number of permutations 
of { 1,2, . . . . n} with positions forbidden as determined by the locations of 
the O’s of A. Two classical combinatorial problems, “le probleme des recon- 
tres” and “le probleme des menages,” can be formulated in terms of the 
evaluation of the permanents of certain (0, 1)-matrices as in Ryser’s 
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celebrated monograph [7]. In general it is difficult to evaluate permanents 
of (0, 1)-matrices, unless the matrices are of very special type. Two of the 
most effective methods for computing permanents were found by Ryser [7] 
and Jurkat and Ryser [2]. 
In view of the computational difficulty in computing permanents, con- 
siderable research has been devoted to the determination of good lower 
and upper bounds for permanents of (0, l)-matrices [4]. In particular, 
Brtgman [l] proved that for a (O,l)-matrix A = [aii] of order n with 
positive row sums yi = c;=; aV (i = 1, . . . . n) 
per A < fi (ri!)lir: 
i=l 
(1.1) 
The corresponding inequality in terms of the column sums of A holds as 
well. This inequality was conjectured by Mint [3] as a generalization of a 
conjecture of Ryser [6]: Among all (0, 1 )-matrices A of order n = vk with 
exactly k l’s in each row and in each column, the permanent is maximum 
when A is a direct sum of v matrices of order k all of whose entries are 1. 
A less restrictive problem is the determination of the maximum 
permanent of (0, 1)-matrices of order n where the total number of l’s 
(equivalently the total number of O’s) is specified rather than the number of 
l’s in each row or in each column. Let r be an integer with 0 < r <n*. Let 
U(n, r) be the set of all (0, l)-matrices of order n with exactly r O’s, and let 
p(n,r)=max(perA:AEU(n,r)}. 
The computation of all the numbers ~(n, r) is apparently a hopelessly com- 
plicated problem. For 0 < r < 2n and for n* - 2n d r Q n2 - n we determine 
all matrices A E U(n, r) for which per A = p(n, c). The permanents of these 
matrices can be evaluated, but they lead to complicated expressions for 
0,~). 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we state our main results. The first of these gives a general 
upper bound for p(n, r). If r > n* - n, then ~(n, r) = 0. Thus we need only 
consider those cases where r < n* - n. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a matrix in U(n, t), where z < n2- n. Let (r be 
the number of l’s in A so that (T = n2 - T. Then 
per A < (,.!)(nr+n-d/r(r + l)!k--nf’)/(r+ 11, 
where r = Lo/nJ. 
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The bound in Theorem 2.1 is attained in some instances. Specifically, 
suppose a = (nr + n - a)/r and h = (a - nr)/(r + 1) are integers. Let A = 
A 1 @ A,, where A I is the a-fold direct sum of J, and A2 is the b-fold direct 
sum of J,,,. Here J, denotes the matrix of l’s of order s. Then A E U(n, z) 
and per A = (T!)~ ((r + l)!)b and hence equality holds in Theorem 2.1. Thus 
when a and b are integer; we have an explicit evaluation of ~(n, t) as 
(r!)’ ((r + l)!)b. In Ryser’s conjecture as described in the Introduction, we 
have n =vk and a=k2v from which we obtain r =Lo/nJ=k. Now a=v 
and b = 0 are integers, and Ryser’s conjecture follows under the weaker 
assumption that the average number of I’s per row and per column is k. 
We now introduce some definitions and notation. Let A and B be (0, l)- 
matrices. Then B is combinatorially equivalent to A provided there exist 
permutation matrices P and Q such that either B= PA& or B= PA’Q. 
Combinatorially equivalent square matrices clearly have the same 
permanent. 
With the (0, 1)-matrix A = [Q] of size m by n we associate two bipartite 
graphs G,(A) and G,(A). Let X= {xi, . . . . x,} and Y= {yl, . . . . y,,) be two 
disjoint sets of cardinalities m and n, respectively. The graphs G,(A) and 
G,,(A) both have vertex set Xv Y, and (xi, y,} is an edge of G,(A) 
provided aq = 1 and an edge of Go(A) provided aV =0 (1 <id m; 
1 <j<n). It follows that the graphs G,(A) and G,(A) are complementary 
bipartite graphs. Note that when A is square, per A equals the number of 
perfect matchings of G,(A). Also if B is combinatorially equivalent to A, 
then G,(B) is isomorphic to G,(A) and G,(B) is isomorphic to G,(A). 
The matrix of all l’s of order n is denoted by J,. The matrix of all O’s of 
order n is denoted by 0,. In general 0 denotes a zero matrix. The identity 
matrix of order n is denoted by I,,. 
The next theorem determines the maximum permanent attained by a 
(0, 1)-matrix of order n where the number Q of l’s is between n and 2n. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let n and t be integers with n 2 3 and n2 - 2n < T < n2 - n. 
Then 
where d = n2 - 7. Moreover, for A E U(n, T), we have per A = p(n, 2) if and 
only if A is combinatorially equivalent to one of the following matrices in 
U(n, 7): 
F,,,=J,@...@J,@Z, for c7 - n even; 
e,,, which is obtained from F,,, _ , by changing an arbitrary 0 to a 1 
for o-n odd; 
u,, = (J3 -Z,)OJ* 0 ... @.I, @I,-, for a-nodd; 
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0 1 1 
V,.,= 1 1 1 @Jz@...@J2@Ze+1 fora-nodd, L I 1 1 1 
where e = n - 2L(a - n)/21. 
Our major result determines the maximum permanent attained by a 
(0, 1)-matrix of order n when the number t of O’s is between 0 and 2n. In 
order to state this result, we require some additional notation. Let 
A’= J- A denote the complement of the (0, l)-matrix A. Then 
G,(A’) = G,(A) and G,(A’) = G,(A). 
Let E,, E,, . . . . Ek be (0, 1)-matrices. Their complementary direct sum is 
the (0, l)-matrix 
E, 0, E, 0, ... 0,. Ek =(E;OE;@ ... @E;)‘, 
where @ denotes the usual direct sum of matrices. For instance, 
12 CD,@ = 
1 0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
+ 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 I. 
The complementary direct sum E ck) of a (0, l)-matrix E with itself k times 
is defined by 
ECk> = E@, E@,. ... @,E (k Es). 
We adopt the convention that EC’> is a vacuous matrix. 
Finally we define matrices P,, P,, and P, as follows: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let n and T be integers with n 2 8 and 0 < t < 2n. Let A be 
a matrix in U(n, z) such that per A = p(n, t). Then A is combinatorially 
equivalent to one of the matrices below: 
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(J, -Z*)Q,J,--7 if O<z<n, (2.1) 
(1, 0 Jz) <r-“‘Q, (Jctn--r -Lxr) if n -c z < 4n/3, (2.2) 
p~3~--4~~) Q,. (1, 0 J~)<~+*T) 
3 if 4n/3 < 5 < 3n/2, (2.3) 
02(~-3nl2>~&2n-~> if 3n/2 < t < 2n and n is even, (2.4) 
02<~-(3n+1)/2>OrP3<2n--2-r)0,p40cpqT < if (3n+ 1)/2dr,<2n-2 
and n is odd, (2.5) 
oy3”*) 0,. Ps if t=2n- 1 andnisodd, (2.6) 
02<(n-3)‘*>Qc z, if z = 2n and n is odd. (2.7) 
Most of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.3. Corollary 4.4 
establishes (2.1) for all n 2 4. In Table I we list all matrices in U(n, r) with 
maximum permanent for 4 <n < 7 and n + 1~ z < 2n. 
Each matrix A in Theorem 2.3 with maximum permanent has at most 
one 0 in each row and in each column when 0 < r <n, and one or two o’s 
in each row and in each column when n < r < 2n. Each connected com- 
ponent of the bipartite graph G,(A) is a path of length at most 5 or a cycle 
of length 4 or 6. The proof of Theorem 2.3 proceeds as follows. First we 
consider a subset of matrices in U(n, z) with an additional property. Then 
we show that there is a matrix in this subset with permanent equal to 
,~(n, t) and that such a matrix has at most two O’s in each row and column. 
Next we show that among those matrices which satisfy the latter condition 
the permanent is largest when the number of connected components of the 
bipartite graph G,(A) is as large as possible. Finally we rule out those 
matrices in U(n, 23 without the additional property. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.2 
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let m and t be integers with m > 2 and t 2 1. Then 
((m+ t-l)!)“(~+‘-l+z!)l’~>((,+ t)!pJ+~)((rYl- l)!)i’(“-1’. (3.1) 
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Proof: Let k > 2. We raise both sides of the inequality k* > 
(k - 1 )(k + 1) to the power k(k - 1) and write the resulting inequality as 
k(k+*)(k-1) (k+l)k’k--l)(k-1)2 
(k- 1) (k + I )(k ~ 2) ’ k’k-l)(k-2) ’ 
(3.2) 
We take the product of the inequalities (3.2) for k = 2, . . . . s and obtain 
s(s+2K-1)> (s+ l).,(s--I)((s- l)!)‘. (3.3) 
We now multiply both sides of (3.3) by sszUs((s- l)!)*‘-’ and then raise 
both sides to the power l/s(s- l)(s + 1). This gives 
(s!ps>((s- l)!)“‘“-I’(@+ l)!)i’(s+‘). (3.4) 
Finally we take the product of the inequalities (3.4) for s = m to s = 
m+t-1 and obtain (3.1). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
max(n:= i (r,!)“? rifs positive integers, C;= r ri = e} is attained when x of 
the ri)s equal r = La/n J and y of the r/s equal r + 1, where the integers x 




The unique solution of (3.5) is given by x=nr -+~--a and ~=a--nr. It 
now follows from Bregman’s inequality (1.1) that 
fmax fi (ri!)“‘7 
{ 
rls positive integers, i ri = (T 
i= I i=l I 
=(r,!).+ ((r+ l)!)b’(r+‘). i 
For the proof of Theorem 2.2 we require some additional notation. Let 
A = [ati] be a matrix of size m by n. By a line of A we mean either a row or 
column of A. Let tl = (iI, . . . . ik) and p = (jr, . . . . j,) be integer sequences with 
1 <i, < ... <i,<m and l<j, < ..~<j,<n.ThenA[ajj?]isthekbyt 
submatrix of A whose (p, q)-entry is aiPj4 (1 < p <k; 1 < q G t). The matrix 
A(a ( fi) is the m-k by n - t submatrix of A obtained by deleting rows 
I~, . . . . ik and columns j, , . . . . j,. Sometimes we denote these matrices by 
A[i,, . . . . ik 1 j,, . . . . j,] and A(i,, . . . . ik ) jl, . . . . jt), respectively. 
Now let A have order n. Then for a fixed sequence a = (iI, . . . . ik) with 
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1 <ii < ... < i, 6 n, the Laplace expansion of the permanent of A by the 
rows in c1 is 
where the summation extends over all integer sequences /I = (j, , . . . . j,) with 
l<j, < ..’ < j, < n. There is an analogous expansion of the permanent by 
columns. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We first observe that the permanent of each of 
the matrices of the form F,,,, Fz,,, U,,, and V,,, equals 2L(u-n)‘2J. It 
follows that ,u(n, r) 2 2L(a-n”ZJ. W e prove the theorem by induction on n. 
It is not difficult to verify the theorem for n < 5. Now let n > 6 and let A be 
a matrix in U(n, r) with per A = p(n, 5). 
We first assume that r~ < 2n. Then some line of A has a single 1, and it 
follows that A is combinatorially equivalent to 
B= 3 
where z has r 1’s. Using the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
2L’“-““2’<fi(n,r)=perA=perB=perC 
~2L(u-r-l)-(n--1)J=2L(a-n-r)l2J~2L(o-n)/*J 
Therefore r = 0 or 1, and by the induction hypothesis C is combinatorially 
equivalent to one of the matrices of the form F,-l,,~,-,, I;;f-lI.g--r--l, 
U,_ l,a _ r-, , I’,- I,nPr-, . If r = 0, then A is combinatorially equivalent to 
one of F,.,, E.,, u,.,, Vnto. Suppose r = 1. Then c-n must be odd and 
hence (cr - r - 1) - (n - 1) is even. Therefore by the induction hypothesis C 
is combinatorially equivalent to F,- ,,o- *. Hence A is combinatorially 
equivalent to F&. 
Now assume that c = 2n. Suppose that A is combinatorially equivalent 
to 
Jz Z D=. M, [ 1 (3.6) 
where Z has r l’s and M is a matrix of order n - 2 with 2n - 4 -r 1’s. 
Using the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
2L”‘2J<perA=perD=2perM 
~2.2L((*“-4--r)-((n-*2)M*J=2L(n-r)/*J~2Ln/*J. 
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Therefore r = 0 or 1, and by the induction hypothesis C is combinatorially 
equivalent to one of the matrices of the form Fnp 2,2n- r-4r F,*-2,2n -,- 4, 
U,- 2,2n- r-4, V,- Z,ZnP r--4. If r = 0, then A is combinatorially equivalent to 
a matrix of the form F,+,, F&, Un,Zn, V+. Suppose r= 1. Then n must be 
odd, and hence (2n - r - 4) - (n - 2) is even, Therefore by the induction 
hypothesis A4 is combinatorially equivalent to F,- Z,Zn- 5. Hence A is com- 
binatorially equivalent to a matrix of the form Fn*,*“. 
We now show that some line of A has exactly two 1’s. Suppose this is not 
the case, so that some line of A has at least three 1’s. Let q be the smallest 
number of l’s in a line of A with at least three 1’s. Then A is com- 
binatorially equivalent to 
4 
B= 3 
where q 2 3. If for some j with 1 < j < q, column j of B has exactly one 1, 
then it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
2Ln’2 J < per A = per B = per B( 11 j) 
~2L(2n--)-((n~I)J~2L(n-2)/2J=2Ln/Z~-l, 
a contradiction. Thus each of columns 1, . . . . q of B has at least two 1’s. 
Because no line of A has exactly two l’s, it follows from the definition of q 
that each of columns 1, . . . . q of B has at least q 1’s. Using the induction 
hypothesis again, we obtain 
2L”‘ZJ<perA=perB= f perB(lJj)6q.2L(2"-2Y+l)-((n-l1))/2J 
j=l 
= 2q. 2-q2Ln/2A < 2LnPA, 
a contradiction. We conclude that A has a line with exactly two 1’s. Thus A 
is combinatorially equivalent to 
B= (3.7) 
where x and y have s and t l’s, respectively. Suppose s = 0. Then B( 111) is a 
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matrix of order n - 1 with 2n - 2 1’s. Using the induction hypothesis, we 
obtain 
2L”‘2J<perA =per B=per B(l(1) 
Therefore n- 1 is even, and it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
B( 111) is combinatorially equivalent to F,, _ ,,Z,n- ,). Hence A is com- 
binatorially equivalent to a matrix of the form I;lt.2,,. A similar argument 
holds if t = 0. 
We now assume that s 2 1 and t > 1. To complete the proof, it suffices to 
show A is combinatorially equivalent to a matrix of the form (3.6). 
Using the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
2L”‘2JdperA=perB=perB(1J1)+perB(112) 
Therefore s< 2 and t d 2. Suppose s = 2. It follows that n is odd and 
n - s - 1= n - 3 is even, and hence by the induction hypothesis, B( 1) 1) is 
combinatorially equivalent to F,, _ 1,2n _ 4 = Jz @ . . . @ J, @ Z2 ((n - 3)/2 
J,‘s). Because n > 6, there are at least two Jz’s in F,- L,2n-4. Because the 
matrix C in (3.7) contains all but one column of B(l( l), it follows that A is 
combinatorially equivalent to a matrix of the form (3.6). A similar 
argument holds if t = 2. 
The remaining case is s = t = 1. Thus each of the first two columns of B 
contains exactly two 1’s. If the first two columns are identical, then A is 
combinatorially equivalent to a matrix of the form (3.6). Otherwise, A is 
combinatorially equivalent to a matrix of the form 
R= 
1 1 ()...o’ 
--~ 
1 0 u 
--- 




If u does not contain exactly one 1, then we may apply the above argument 
with the matrix B of (3.7) replaced by RT and conclude that A is com- 
binatorially equivalent to a matrix of the form (3.6). Thus we may assume 
that u has exactly one 1, and similarly that v has exactly one 1. Using the 
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Laplace expansion by the first two columns of R and the induction 
hypothesis, we obtain 
Therefore n is odd, and it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
B( 1,2( 1,2) is combinatorially equivalent to F,-2,2n--5 = J2 @ ... @.I2 0 I, 
((n - 3)/2 J,‘s). Because n > 6, A is combinatorially equivalent to a matrix 
of the form (3.6). 1 
4. LEMMAS FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 
For any m by n matrix A, ck(A) denotes the sum of the permanents of 
all submatrices of A of order k (1 <k <min{m, n}). We let ok(A) = 0 if 
k > min{m, n} or if k is negative, and we also let o,(A) = 1. 
A k-diagonal of A is a set of k nonzero entries of A no two on the same 
line. More formally, a k-diagonal is the set of positions of these k nonzero 
entries. Thus when A is a (0, 1)-matrix, a,(A) is the number of k-diagonals 
of A. Hence we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A = [a,] be a (0, 1)-matrix of order n. Assume that 
a ‘p = 0 and ary = 1. Let B be the (0, 1)-matrix of order n obtainedfrom A by 
switching the entries arP and ar4. Then for each integer k, 
c~k(B) - a,(A) = Ok- ,(A(rlp)) - Ok- ,(A(rlq)). (4.1) 
A similar conclusion holds when it is assumed that aPS = 0 and a,, = 1. 1 
Note that when k = n, (4.1) can be written as 
per B-per A = per A(rJp) - per A(r(q). (4.2) 
For two matrices A = [au] and B = [bii] of size m by n we write A 2 B 
provided aii 2 b, (1~ i < m; 1~ j < n). Let u and u be two (0, l)-vectors of 
the same size. Then we say u dominates u provided u B v and u contains at 
least two more l’s than u. A (0, 1)-matrix is balanced provided no row 
dominates any other row and no column dominates any other column. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A = [aii] be a (0, l)-matrix of order n. Assume that 
column q of A dominates column p, and let r and s be distinct integers with 
a asp r* = = 0 and arq = aSq = 1. Let B = [bv] be the (0, 1)-matrix of order n 
obtained from A by switching the entries arP and arq, Then 
ok(B) - Ok(A)a ak-2(A(r, SIP, 4)) (2<k<n). (4.3) 
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If column q of A has exactly two more l’s than column p, then equality holds 
in (4.3). 
Proof: The only k-diagonals of A which are affected by the switching of 
arp and ary are those which include the (r, q)-position of A. Consider such a 
k-diagonal of A. If it contains no positions from column p of A, then by 
replacing (r, q) with (r, p) we obtain a k-diagonal of B. If it contains the 
position (t, p) in column p of A, then by replacing (r, q) and (t, p) with 
(v, p), and (t, q), we obtain a k-diagonal of B. Hence there is a bijection 
from the set of k-diagonals of A to a subset S of the set of k-diagonals of B. 
Furthermore, no k-diagonal of B of the form {(r, p), (s, q), . ..} belongs to 
S. Therefore (4.3) holds. If column q of A has exactly two more l’s than 
column p, then each k-diagonal of B not in S has the form {(r, p), 
(3, q), . . . >. The number of k-diagonals of A of this form is 
a,-,(A(r, SIP, 4)). I 
Note that when k = n, (4.3) can be written as 
per B-per A 2 per A(r, sip, q). (4.4) 
LEMMA 4.3. If A E U(n, T), then there exists BE U(n, z) such that B is 
balanced and per B 2 per A. 
Proof. If A is balanced, we choose B equal to A. Now assume A is not 
balanced. Let K(A) equal the number of pairs i, j such that row i dominates 
row j plus the number of pairs i, j such that column i dominates column j. 
Of all the pairs of two rows and two columns one of which dominates the 
other, we choose a pair Ai, Aj such that Ai dominates Aj and Ai - Aj has 
the largest number of 1’s. We may suppose Ai and Ai are columns. We 
apply Lemma 4.2 and obtain a matrix A in U(n, r) with per A 2 per A. 
Moreover, our choice for Ai and Aj implies that K(A)< K(A). Hence the 
lemma follows by induction on K(A). 1 
We now establish (2.1) of Theorem 2.3. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let n and T be integers with n 2 4 and 0 ,< 7 <n. Let A 
be a matrix in U(n, 7) with per A =,u(n, 7). Then A is combinatorially 
equioaien t to (J, - I, ) 0, J,, ~ ~. 
Proof Because 0 < 7 <n, a balanced matrix in U(n, 5) has at most one 
0 in each line and hence is combinatorially equivalent to B= 
(J, -J,) 0, J,-,. Thus by Lemma 4.3, p(n, r) = per B. By the proof of 
Lemma 4.3 it s&ices to show that if a is obtained from B by switching a 0 
and a 1 in some line and a is not balanced, then per A’ <per B. Without 
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loss of generality we assume that 2 is obtained from B by switching the 
first two entries of the second row. It now follows from (4.4) that 
perB-pera>pera(l,2(1,2). 
Because A(1,2\1,2) has at most one 0 in each line and n > 4, we have 
per A(l, 211,2)>0. m 
If 0 < T <n, then ~(n, r) is an incomplete recontres number. Recurrence 
relations for these numbers can be found in Riordan [S, 167-168, 
190-1911. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let C= [cij] be a (0, l)-matrix of order n with 
Cl1 = f.. ZClr - -0 and c,,~+~ = . . . = cln=l, w&e l<rbn-1. Assume 
that each of columns 1, . . . . r of C has at most two 0’s. Then 
per C> 
n-r-l r 
* C perC(1l.d. 
r j=l 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
perCB(n-r-1)per C(l\j) (4.5) 
for each integer j with 1 < j < r. Fix an integer j with 1 < j < r. To each 
(n - 1 )-diagonal of C( 11 j) we associate a set of n - r - 1 n-diagonals of C 
as follows. Because column j of C has at most two O’s, each (n - l)- 
diagonal of C( 1 (j) contains n - r - 1 l’s in its last n - r columns which are 
opposite l’s in column j of C. Replace one of these n-r - 1 l’s with the 1 
of C directly to its left in column j and the 1 of C directly above it in row 1. 
In this way we obtain a set of n - r - 1 n-diagonals of C. Moreover, distinct 
(n - 1 )-diagonals of C( 1) j) g ive rise to disjoint sets of n-diagonals of C. 
Hence (4.5) holds. a 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A = [IQ] be a balanced (0, 1)-matrix of order n where 
n 2 4. Assume A is of the form 
S 





. . . . 
1 1 
(4.6) 
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where 2 < s Q n - 2 and t > 3. Let B be the (0, 1 )-matrix of order n obtained 
from A by switching a21 to 1 and a22 to 0. Then 
per B-per A> 
(t-2)(n-s-2)-(s- 1) 
(t- l)(s- 1) 
1+1 s+l 
Proof: From the Laplace expansion by columns 1 and 2 of per B and 
per A we obtain after cancellation, 
1+1 
perB-perA= 1 perA(2,ij1,2)-perA(1,211,2). 
i=3 
(4.7) 
From the Laplace expansions of per A(2, i/l, 2) by row 1 and of 
per A( 1,2) 1,2) by each of the first t - 1 rows, we obtain from (4.7), 
t-2 I+’ 
per B - per A = t-l ,c per A(2, iI 1,2) 
r=3 




=z ,c per 42, ill, 2) 
r=3 
per 41, 2, iI L2, J’) 
aUper A(l, 2, ill, 2, j) 
Hence 
t-2 I+’ 
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Because A is balanced, column 2 of A cannot dominate any of columns 
3 , . . . . s + 1 of A. Therefore each of columns 3, . . . . s + 1 of A contains at most 
two 0’s. Hence we may apply Lemma 4.5 to the matrix A(2, iI 1, 2) of order 
n - 2 with r = s - 1 to obtain from (4.8), 
per B-per A>- t-2n-s-2’~‘“~1perA(l,2,ill,2,j) 
f-l t-l i=3 /=3 
-~‘~‘~~‘a,perA(I,2,ill,2,j) 
I=3 J-=3 
t-2n-s-2 1 -- 
t-l 
I+1 .s+1 
x 1 c per A(L2, 41, 2, A. I 
r=3 i=3 
LEMMA 4.7. Let A = [Q] be a balanced matrix in U(n, z), where n z 8 
and z d 2n. Assume that each 1 in A is on a row or a column with at least 
four 1’s. Assume also that there is a line of A with more than two 0’s. Then 
per A < p(n, 7). 
Proof. Let t be the maximum number of O’s in a line of A. By 
hypothesis, t > 3. Without loss of generality we assume that the first 
column of A has t 0’s. Because A is balanced and r Q 2n, it follows that A is 
combinatorially equivalent to a matrix of the form (4.6) where t 2 s 3 1. 
Without loss of generality we assume that A has the form (4.6) where row 
2 has the fewest number of O’s among rows 2, . . . . t + 1. Because each 1 of A 
is on a line with at least four l’s, s <n -4. Let B= [bii] be the matrix 
obtained from A by switching azl to 1 and uz2 to 0. We first show that 
per B B per A. 
Ifs= 1, then A(2, 311,2)>,A(l, 211,2) and hence 
( 
If1 
perB-perA= 1 perA(2,i(l,2) -perA(1,2(1,2) 
i=3 > 
kper A(2,311,2)-per A(l, 211,2)gO. (4.9) 
Now suppose that s > 2. The conditions on s and t imply 
Hence by Lemma 4.6, per B - per A 2 0. 
Each 1 of B is on a line with at least four i’s except possibly for the 1 in 
(2, 1)-position. Suppose each of row 2 and column 1 of B contains at most 
three 1’s. Then I 2 n - 2 and each of rows 2, .,., t + 1 of A contains at least 
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n-3 0’s. Hence A has at least (n-2)(n-3) 0’s. Because n>8 this 
contradicts t d 2n. 
Suppose B is not balanced. Then one may verify that one of rows 1 and 
2 dominates the other, and no other dominations occur between any pair 
of rows or any pair of columns of B. Let b be a matrix obtained from B by 
switching a 0 and a 1 in rows 1 and 2 belonging to the same column. By 
Lemma 4.2, per B > per B. It follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 that f? is 
balanced. Suppose there is a 1 of b whose row and column both contain at 
most three 1’s. Then this 1 is in row i of B where i= 1 or 2, and row i of b 
has at least n - 3 0’s. 
Case 1. i = 1 and row 2 of B dominates row 1 of B. Row 1 of B, and 
hence of A, has at least n - 2 0’s. Thus t 3 n - 2, and row 1 and column 1 
of A both contain at most three 1’s. Because a,, = 1, this contradicts one of 
the assumptions on A. 
Case 2. i= 1 and row 1 of B dominates row 2 of B. Row 1 of B has at 
least n - 4 0’s. Thus row 2 of B, and hence of A has at least n - 2 0’s. Hence 
t >n - 2 and column 1 of B has at least n - 3 0’s. Because b,, = I, this 
contradicts the fact that each 1 of B is on a line with at least four 1’s. 
Case 3. i= 2 and row 2 of B dominates row 1 of B. Row 2 of B has at 
least n - 4 0’s. Thus row 1 of B, and hence of A, has at least n - 2 0’s. We 
obtain a contradiction as in Case 1. 
Case 4. i = 2 and row 1 of B dominates row 2 of B. Row 2 of B, and 
hence of A, has at least n - 2 0’s. Thus t B n - 2, and we obtain a contradic- 
tion as in Case 2. 
Hence each 1 in 6 is on a line with at least four 1’s. 
In summary, from the matrix A we have obtained another balanced 
matrix, X = B or I?, with the property that each of the l’s of X is on a line 
with at least four l’s and with permanent at least as large as the permanent 
of A. Furthermore the number of lines of X with exactly one 0 is strictly 
less than the number of lines of A with exactly one 0 (column 2 of X has 
two o’s). 
If X has a line with more than two O’s, then X satisfies the same 
assumptions as A in the statement of the lemma. Thus we may apply the 
above process to X. After a finite number of applications of this process we 
obtain a balanced matrix E in U(n, T) with at most two O’s in each line 
where per A <per E. Thus it suffices to show that when a matrix that 
results from A by a single application of the process is a balanced matrix E 
with at most two O’s in each line, then per A <per E. Under these con- 
ditions we must have t = 3 (the maximum number of O’s in a line of A is 3), 
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16s < 3, and the only lines of A with more than two O’s are column 1 and, 
perhaps, rows 1 and 2. 
First suppose that s = 1. Then as in (4.9), 
perE-perA=perA(2,311,2)+perA(2,4(1,2)-perA(1,2(1,2) 
2 per A(2,4( 1,2). 
Because CI i2=0, thematrix A(2,4(1,2)ofordern-2>6hasat most two 
O’s in each line. Hence by Konig’s theorem, per A(2,411, 2) > 0, and 
per E > per A. 
Now suppose s = 2 or 3. By Lemma 4.6, 
perE--perA> 2(s-l) n-2 1 per A(l, 2, 311, 2, 3). 
Because na8, we have (n - 2s - 1)/2(s - 1) > 0. The matrix 
A( 1,2, 311,2,3) of order n - 3 > 5 has at most two O’s in each line and 
hence by Konig’s theorem, perA(1,2,311,2,3)>0. Therefore 
per E > per A. It now follows that per A < p(n, 5). 1 
LEMMA 4.8. Let A = [a,] be a balanced matrix in U(n, z), where n 3 8 
and 5 < 2n - 1. Assume that each 1 in A is on a row or a column with at least 
three 1’s. Assume also that there is a line of A with more than two 0%. Then 
per A < p(n, z). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.7 it suffices to treat a matrix A of the form 
1 o...o 1 1 
0 1 




If a, - 1,l = 42.1 =O, then column n dominates column 1 which contradicts 
the assumption that A is balanced. 
Suppose that a,- i,i = 0 and a,, = 1. Then an,“-, =.a,,” = 0, for 
otherwise we contradict the assumption that A is balanced. Because n 3 8 
and r < 2n - 1 (indeed, 7 < 2n suffices), there exists an integer i with 
2 < i < n - 1 such that aiTn _ r = uin = 1. Without loss of generality we take 
i = 2. Let B = [bg J be the matrix obtained from A by switching u2r to 1 and 
uz2 to 0. To each n-diagonal 71 of A there corresponds an n-diagonal 7~’ of B 
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as follows. If (2,2) $ rc, then we take rc’ to be rc. Now suppose (2,2) E rc. If 
(n, 1) E rc, then we define 7~’ by 
~‘=(n\{G 2), (4 l)))u ((2, l), (4 2)). 
It remains to consider the case in which (2,2) E rc and (n, 1) $ rc. It follows 
that (1, 1) E n and that there is an integer k with 3 d k < n - 1 such that 
(k, n) E 7~. Here we define rr’ by 
d= (~\{(L 11% C&2)> (k n)>b-~ ((1, n), (2, l), (k 2)). 
This correspondence is an injection and hence per B 2 per A. 
We observe that row 2 of B dominates row 1, and hence there exists 
an integer j with 36j~n-2 such that bli=O and &,=l. Let C be 
the matrix obtained from B by switching blj to 1 and bzi to 0. Then C is 
balanced and by Lemma 4.2, per C 2 per B. Moreover, C satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 4.7. Hence 
per A<per BGper C<p(n, 7). 
The case a,_,,, = 1 and a,, =0 is similar. Now suppose that 
a,- ,.1 = a,, = 1. If a,., = . . = a,, _ Z.n = 1, then by an argument similar to 
that given above, per A < p(n, r). Thus we may assume column n contains 
a 0 in one of rows 2, . . . . n - 2. Similarly, we may assume column n - 1 con- 
tains a 0 in one of rows 2, . . . . n -2. By replacing A by AT we may also 
assume that each of rows n - 1 and n of A contains a 0 in one of columns 
3 ,..., n-2. If a,_,,,=a,,= 1, then column n dominates column 1. Thus 
either a,- I,n = 0 or arm = 0. Likewise a,, ~ I,n ~, = 0 or an.n _, = 0. Hence A 
has at least 2n O’s, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 4.9. Jet A = [a,] be a balanced matrix in U(n, T), where n > 8 
and z < 2n - 1. Assume that each 1 in A is on a row or a column with at least 
two 1’s. Assume also that there is a line of A with more than two 0’s. Then 
per A < ,a(n, 7). 
ProoJ By Lemma 4.8 it suffices to treat a matrix A of the form L 0 *1 . 0 1 i . ... 0 1 
1. 
Because A is balanced, we have a,,, = 1 and a,,” = 0. Let B be the matrix 
obtained from A by switching a*, to 1 and az2 to 0. As in the proof of 
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Lemma 4.8 we conclude that per A < per B. Each 1 in B is on a row or a 
column with at least three 1’s. If B is balanced, then we apply Lemma 4.8 
to B to obtain per A < per B < ~(n, 2). Suppose B is not balanced. Then as 
in the proof of Lemma 4.8 we obtain a balanced matrix C with 
per B < per C. Furthermore each 1 in C is on a line with at least three 1’s. 
We apply Lemma 4.8 to C to obtain per A < per B d per C < ~(n, r). 1 
LEMMA 4.10. Let A = [ati] be a balanced matrix in U(n, T), where n 3 8 
and t d 2n. Zf per A = p(n, T), then either 
each line qf A has at most two O’s; (4.10) 
or 
A is combinatorially equivalent to one of the matrices (4.11) 
(7=2n-2), 
10 0 me.0 
E (T=2n- l), 
10 0 0 . ..o 
0 0 1 1 ... 1 
0 1 ‘.. 1 
E 
0 1 
n.2n = / (7 = 0 1 1 
2n). 
. 
. . . . . J 
0 i i 
n-3 
I 
Proof. Suppose that per A = p(n, r) and that (4.10) does not hold. If 
there is a 1 in A which is the only 1 in its row and column, then because A 
is balanced, (4.11) holds. Now assume that each 1 in A is on a line with at 
least two 1’s. By Lemma 4.8, r = 2n. 
We refer to the proof of Lemma 4.9 to see that it suffices to consider the 
case in which each 1 in A is on a line with at least three l’s, Continuing 
with the proof of Lemma 4.8, we may take A of the form 
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where each of ~1, & y, 6 contains a 0, and a,,- I.n = 0 or a,, = 0, and 
a nm~I.n-l=O or u,,~-~=O. Similarly, a,-,,+, =0 or an,n-l=O, and 
a n,n ~ I = 0 or an,” = 0. Because t = 2n and A is balanced, it follows that A is 
combinatoriafly equivalent to the matrix 
B,* = 
One may verify that 
1 0 .‘. 0 
0 
0 Jn-5 
0 1 ... 1 
0 1 ..I 1 
1 1 ... 1 
1 1 ... 1 
0011 
1 1 1 1 
. . . . . . . 
i i i i 
1 1 1 a 
1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
perB,=perB,(lI1)+2perB,(l,nll,n)+2perB,(l,nll,n-l) 
=(n-5)!(n4- f2n3-t54n2- llln+93), 
and that 
per En,Zn = (n - 5)! (n” - 12n3 + 54n2 - 109n + 84). 
Because n 2 8, 
Hence 
per E,,z, -per B,, = (n - 5)! (2n - 9) > 0. 
p(n, 2n) = per A = per B, < per E,,*, 6 p(n, 2n), 
a contradiction. 1 
We note that the matrices in (4.11) are defined for n Z 2, n F 3, and n > 4, 
respectively. 
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5. THE THREE EXCEPTIONAL MATRICES 
In this section we show that for n 2 7, 
per 4, + ~L(n,4 (z = 2n - 2,2n - 1,2n). (5.1) 
In the previous section we showed that certain matrices in U(n, r) did not 
have maximal permanent by successively switching pairs of O’s and l’s to 
arrive at a matrix in U(n, r) with larger permanent. Such an approach can- 
not be used to obtain (5.1). This is because any matrix obtained from E,, 
by switching a 0 and a 1 in a line either has smaller permanent or else is 
combinatorially equivalent to E,, (z = 2n - 2, 2n - 1, 2n). We verify (5.1) 
by an inductive argument. 
Recall that X@, Y denotes the complementary direct sum of the 
matrices X and Y, and that a,(X) is the sum of the permanents of all sub- 
matrices of X of order k. The following lemma is easy to verify. 
LEMMA 5.1. If X and Y are matrices of orders r and s, respectively, and k 
is a positive integer, then 
where the summation extends over all nonnegative integers i, j, p, and q with 
i+ j+p+q=k. u 
COROLLARY 5.2. If X and Y are matrices of orders r and s, respectively, 
then 
per(XO, Y) = 1 u,-p(W os-p(YW)2. I 
p=o 
Let X and Y be matrices of the same size. We write X<, Y provided 
~,(X)<G~( Y) for all integers k. We write A’=, Y provided X<, Y and 
Y<, x. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let U and V-be matrices of the same size with U <,, V. 
Then for any matrix Y, U@, Y<,, V@, Y. 
Proof If U, V, and Y are all square, then the result follows from 
Lemma 5.1. Otherwise we may append lines of O’s to obtain square 
matrices and then apply Lemma 5.1. 1 
If U and V are square matrices with per U < per V, then it does not 
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u = 0, 0, (J, - 131, v= 1 1 0 0 1 ) Y=J,-I,. i 1 11100 0 1 1 1 0 
Then per U = 12 < 13 = per I’. But by Corollary 5.2, 
per( V@, Y) = 4738 < 4740 = per( UO,. Y). 
However, the inequality per( U@, Y) Q (I’@, Y) does follow when U and 
V satisfy the stronger hypothesis of Corollary 5.3. 
In Section 1 we defined (0, 1)-matrices P,, P,, and Ps. We now define a 
(0, 1 )-matrix Pk for each integer k 2 1 as follows. If k is even, then P, is a 
k/2 by k/2 + 1 matrix, while if k is odd, P, is a matrix of order (k + 1)/2, 
and in both cases the O’s of Pk are in those positions (i, j) for which 
j- in (0, 1 }. For k > 1, the matrix P, is obtained from P, by replacing the 
0 in the lower right corner with a 1. 
We next define a (0, I)-matrix M, of order n for each integer n 2 6 
as follows. For t 2 3, M,, = 0,<‘-2> 0, Pi2) and M,,+, = 0,<‘-2>0, 
P, Oc PT. Note that M, E U(n, 2n - 2). 
LEMMA 5.4. For n > 7, 
perM,a(n-l)perM,P,. (5.2) 
Proof: First suppose that n = 2t + 1 (t 2 3). From the Laplace expan- 
sion by row n of M,, we obtain 
perM,,+, >(2t-4)per(0,<‘~3)@,P~OcPT) 
+ 2 per(O$‘-2)@, Pg2>) 
+per(0,<‘-2)0, (J2 -12)Oc P3) 
+per(Oz<‘-2>@, P, 0, FT). 
Straightforward calculations show that 
[ 1 OObp 0 0  ‘O 4 
(5.3) 
and 
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Hence by (5.3) and by Corollary 5.3, 
per M 21+, b(2t-4)per(0,<‘-2)@,.P,@p,) 
+ 3 per(0,<‘-2’ 0 P,<‘>) 
+ per(0,<‘-2>0, (J2 -Z2)er P3). 
For each matrix X on the right in (5.4), XZ MZI and hence 
(5.4) 
per Mzt+, 2 2 per M,,. 
Now suppose that n = 2t (t > 4). Easy calculations show that P, Go 
O2 0,. P3 and P, =D 0, 0,. P,. As before it follows that 
per M,, = (2t - 4) per(0,<‘-3> 0,. P, 0, P, 0, PT) 
+per(0,<‘~2)@,P20,P~)+per(O$‘-2>0,P20,.P~) 
+per(O,<‘-*)@, P, @,O,) ‘ ‘ 
B(2t-4) per(0,<‘+3>@, P, @,.P2 @,.PT) 
+ per(0,<‘+3>@c P, 0,. PT) + per(0,<‘-3)0. P, 0, P:) 
+ per(0,<‘+3>@, P, 0,. 0,). (5.5) 
The matrix (P3 0, P, 0, P$) - P, is (0, 1)-matrix with exactly two l’s, 
and it follows that 
per(O$‘-3>@c P, 0, P2 0,. PT)-per(0,<‘+3)0, P,) 
=per(0,<‘~3)0,P40cPT)+per(0,<‘-3)0,.Ps0.01) 
Similarly, 
+ per(0,<‘-3)0, P2 0, p:). 
per(02<‘-3>@c P, 0, PT) - per(0,<‘-3)0. P9) 
=per(0,<‘p3>0. P5 0,. O,), 
per(O,<‘-‘>0,. P,0,P:)-per(0,<‘~3’0,P,) 
=per(0,<‘p3)0. PSO~0,)+per(0,<‘~3’0,P7) 
+ per(0,<‘~3)Oc P,), 
and 
per(0,<‘-3)@, P,0,0,)-per(0,<‘~3’0.P,) 
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Because 
it follows from (5.5)(5.9) that 
per M,, > (2t - 1) per(O$‘-3>@C P,) 
+ (4t - 5) per(OJ’-*) 0,. P3). (5.10) 
The matrix (02<r-3>@C P$‘>)-(0 z<*- *> 0,. P3) is a (0, l)-matrix of order 
2t - 2 whose only 1 occurs in position (2t - 4,2t - 5). Each of the nonzero 
terms that occurs in the Laplace expansion by row (2t -4) of the per- 
manent of 0,<r-2> 0,. P, occurs in the Laplace expansion by row (2t - 4) of 
the permanent of 02<1-3> 0,. Pi*>. Moreover, in the latter there are 
additional terms whose sum is per(02(f-3)@C 0, 0, P3). By using 
Lemma 4.2 it is not difficult to show that per(0,<‘-3>@,. 0, 0, P3) is the 
smallest of the nonzero terms in the Laplace expansion of the permanent of 
O,<‘- 3> 0,. P$*). It thus follows that 
(2t-3)per(0,<‘-2)@, P3) 
2 (2t-4) per(0,<‘-3>0, P$‘)). (5.11) 
For t > 4, we have (4t - 5)(2t - 4) 3 (2t - 1)(2t - 3) and it follows from 
(5.10) and (5.11) that 
per M,, Z (2t- l)(per(0,<‘+3>@C P,)+per(0,<‘-3>@C Pi*))) 
=(2t-l)perM,,-,. 
Hence (5.2) holds for all integers n B 7. 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. If n3 7, then 
per 4,,2, ~ 2 -= An, 2n - 2 1. 
Proof From our definition of E,,2n ~ 2 in (4.11), we have per E, *,, _ 2 = 
(n-l)! and hence perE,,,_,=(n-l)perE,-,,,,-, (nZ8). A direct 
calculation shows that per M, = 792 > 720 = per E,,,, . It now follows from 
Lemma 5.4 that 
per En.2np2 <perM, <p(n, 2n-2) (n27). I (5.12) 
LEMMA 5.6. If n 2 7, then 
per %z, ~ 1 < An, 2n - 1). 
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Proof We have per En,2n-, = (n-2)(n-2)! and hence 
(n-l)~er&,~,-~ =(n-2herEn,2n-2. (5.13) 
There are n - 1 nonzero terms in the Laplace expansion of the permanent 
of M, by row n. The smallest of these terms is per M,(nln - 2) (n odd) and 
per M,(nln- 1) (n even). Let D, be the matrix in U(n, 2n - 1) obtained 
from M, by replacing with 0 the 1 in position (n, n - 2) (n odd) and 
(n, n - 1) (n even). We note for future reference that 
D,, = O,<l- l> 0, P, (t34) 
and (5.14) 
D 2,+1 =oy)Q, P, (t23). 
It now follows from (5.12) and (5.13) that 
(n-l),n(n,2n-l)a(n--l)perD,B(n-2)perM, 
>(n-2)perE,,,-,=(n-l)perE,,,,-,. I (5.15) 
LEMMA 5.7. If n > 7, then 
per En,=, < 146 2~ 1. 
Proof. From the Laplace expansion of the permanent of En,2n by row 2 
and from (5.13), we obtain 
per&,,,,, =(n-33)perEn-l,2,-, +perLl,2n-4 
= (n-3)+~)w%l,2n-~ ( 
(n-2)+---&)perE.-l,2n-3. (5.16) 
By (5.15) 
per En,2n - 1 < per D, (n>7). (5.17) 
Hence by (5.17) and (5.14) 
per E,,,,,+, <per(O,<‘-‘)@,P,) (t24). (5.18) 
Because P,<, O,@, P,, it follows from (5.17), (5.14), and Corollary 5.3 
that 
per E2tP1,4,--3 <per(O$‘P2>0. PSI (tad). (5.19) 
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We have 
per(Oz<‘-3>0, P,<*)) 
> per((Oi’-3>@, P$‘>)[2t- 3,2t-2)2&- 5, 2t-41 
x per((O$‘-3>@, P,<‘>)(2t-3, 2t -2(2t- 5,2t-4) 
= 2 per(0,<‘-3> 0, J2). (5.20) 
The matrices 02<r-2))c (J2 -Z,) and 02<1+3) Oc Pi*> differ in two 
positions, and it follows that 
per(02<‘-2>Oc (J2 -Z,) - per(0,<‘p3>0, P,<2>) 
=per(0,<‘~2>@,Z,)-per(O$‘-3>0,. P, O,Ol). (5.21) 
Similarly, 
per(0,<‘-2>@,Z,)-per(0,<‘-3)0. P3 0,01) 
>per(O$‘-2>)-per(O$‘-3>0, (J2 -Z2)) 
2 -per(O,<‘-“)O, J2). (5.22) 
Combining (5.20), (5.21), and (5.22) we obtain 
per(O,<‘-*>@, (J2 -Z2))>$per(0,<‘-3>@. Pj’)). (5.23) 
From the Laplace expansion of the permanent of 02<‘-*) 8, Ps by the last 
row and from P4 0, P: <, Pi*), we obtain by Corollary 5.3, 
per(0,<‘-2>@,. P,) = (2t-4) per(0,<‘-3)@, P, 0, P:) 
+ per(02<1-2>@c P3) 
+ per(O$‘-*> 0, (J2 -I,)) 
< (2t - 4) per(0,<‘-3> 0, Pi*>) 
+ per(O,<‘- 2> 0, P3) 
+ per(0,<‘-2)@, (J2 -Z,)). (5.24) 
Because P3 < J2 -Z2, it follows from (5.23) and (5.24) that 
per(O$‘-2>@,P,)<(4t-6)per(0,<‘-2>@(J2 -I,)). (5.25) 
From the Laplace expansion of the permanent of O,<l) by the last row we 
obtain 
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per0,<‘)=(2t-2)per(O,<‘-*)@,.P,@,.PT) 
= (2t -2)(per(O,<‘+*>@,. P,) 
+ per(0,<‘-2>@,. (J2 - Z2)). (5.26) 
By (5.25) and (5.6) we have 
per(O,<‘)) > per(O$‘-2)0,.P,). (5.27) 
From (5.16), (5.19), and (5.27) we obtain 
per E2t.4r = 
( 
(2f - 2) +$-j 
> per E2, ~ 1.41 ~ 3 
( 
2t-2 
< W-V+4i per4-l,4,-3 > 
2t-2 
< (2r-2)+= ( > per(0,<‘-2)0,P,) 
<per O,<[> < ~(2t, 4t). 
Hence the lemma holds when n is even. 
We now verify that the lemma holds when n is odd. By arguments 
similar to those already given, we obtain 
per(O,<‘- ‘> 0, Z3) = (2t - 2) per(O<‘-‘> CD,. P, 0 PT) 
+per(O,<‘-I>@, (J2 -Z2)) 
= (2t-2)(per(U 2<‘-‘>Oc P,)+per(O,<‘~‘>@,O,) 
- per( O2<r-2> OC P, 0,. PT)) 
+ per(Oj’-‘>O, (J2 -I,)) 
= (2t-2)(per(O,<‘-‘>a, P,)+per(O,<‘~‘>@, 0,) 
+ per(02<f-2>0c ij,)) 
+per(Oz<‘-l)OC P,)+per(O,<‘~‘)@,Z,) 




+ per(O,“~‘)O, I,) 
We also have 
B (2t- 1) per(Oj’-I>@, P3) 
+(2r-l)per(O,“+“@,.Z,) 
= (2t - 1) per(O,<‘-‘)O, P3) 
+ (2f - l)(per(O,<‘-‘)O, P, 0, I,) 




and hence by (5.28), 
per(O,<‘-‘>@,1,)>(2t-- l)per(O,<‘-‘>O,P,) 
+ (2t - 3) per(0,<‘-2)@, P, 0, I,). (5.29) 
By the Laplace expansion 
per(O,<*-‘>O,.P,)=(2t-2)per(O$‘-*)@, P2Q,Pz) 
+ per(O,<‘-‘)@, O,). (5.30) 
Because 02<‘-‘) 0, 0, ,< 02<1A2) 0,. P, 0,. I,, 
per(02<rp’)@C O,)<per(Oi’-*>@,P, @,Z,). (5.31) 
We note that cr3 -J P, 0, II) >, u3 _ JPz 0, PT) for p = 1, 2, 3. Therefore 
by Corollary 5.2, 
per(Ojt- 2> 0, P3 0, Zl) - per(0$‘+2) 0, P, 0, PT) 
(5.32) 
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It now follows from (5.29), (5.30), (5.31), and (5.32) that 
2t-3 
per(O,<‘-‘>@,I,)2 (2t- l)+= 
( 
per(O,<‘-‘>@,P,). (5.33) 
From (5.16) (5.18), and (5.33) we obtain 








-c (2t- l)+m 
> 
per(O,<‘-‘>a, P3) 
< per(O,<‘-I>@, I,) 
G I44 7). 
Hence the lemma also holds when n is odd. 1 
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 FOR BALANCED MATRICES 
Let n and r be integers with n > 8 and n < r < 2n. By Lemma 4.3 there 
exists a balanced matrix in U(n, r) whose permanent equals p(n, z). It 
follows from Lemma 4.10 and the results of Section 5 that a balanced 
matrix A in U(n, r) whose permanent equals p(n, T) has at most two O’s in 
each line. For such a matrix A the connected components of the bipartite 
graph G,(A) (whose edges correspond to the O’s of A) are paths and cycles. 
For k 2 2 we define Clk to be the matrix of order k obtained from PZk _ I by 
replacing the 1 in the lower left corner with a 0. For example, 
0 0 
c.4= o o =02, 
[  I  
C6 = 
_ 1: 8 i :1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Lt3= 1 1 0 0’ 
L 1 0110 
Note that Go(Czk) is a cycle of length 2k. We also define P, = [O] = 01, 
and we note that for m > 1, G,(P,) and G,(Pz) are paths of length m. Thus 
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if the connected components of the graph G,(A) are paths and cycles, then 
A is combinatorially equivalent to a complementary direct sum of P,‘s, 
Pzs, and Czk’s. The purpose of the next five lemmas is to show that neither 
long paths nor long cycles can occur as components of G,(A) when 
per A = ~(n, r). 
By convention a,(P,) = 1 for k = 0 and 0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let i, j, and k be nonnegative integers with j< i- 2. if i andj 
are both odd, then 
if ib j+3, 
if i= j+2=k, 
if i= j+2#k. 
(6.1) 
If at least one of i and j is even, then (6.1) remains valid provided certain 
P,‘s on the left-hand side are replaced by their transposes. 
Proof: We treat the case in which i and j are both odd. By Lemma 4.1, 
ak(PiG 1 0, pT+ l)-(Tk(pi 0, pj) 
By repeated application of Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
adpi- 1 0, P,j+ 1) - ak(Pi 0, pj) 
=akpj(P;-j-, @,P,)-ak-j(pi-j+,). 
=ak~j-l(Bi-j-I)-ak~,-I(Pi-j~I). (6.2) 
If i= j+ 2, then (6.1) follows. If i>, j+ 3, then 
and (6.1) follows. The other cases are proved in a similar way. 1 
LEMMA 6.2. Let m be an integer with m 2 5. Then for each integer k, ak-44(Pm-88)9 if m>8, 
ak(C4 0, Pm--4)-ak(Pm)= 
1, if m=l andk=4, 
-1 
? if m=5andk=3, 
0, otherwise. 
582a14712.6 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.1, 
flk(C‘l 0, pm-4) - Ok(P,) 
=ak~,(P,O,.P~~,)-ak~,(P1 OcPm-l), 
and the result follows from Lemma 6.1 for m > 7 and by direct calculation 
for m=5,6. 1 






Proof: It is straightforward to show that 
Ok(C4 @c C2r-4) + ck- ICC4 0, p2,-,) = Oktc4 0, P2r--5) (6.3) 
and 
~k(CZr)+(Tk-1(P2r-3)=(Tk(PZr-,). (6.4) 
By (6.3) and (6.4) 
OktC4 @c C2r-4) - ak(C2r) = taktC4 @c P2r-5) - ak(P2r- 1)) 
-((Tk-I(C40cP2r-7)-~k-1(P2r-3)). (6.5) 
If r 2 6, then by (6.5), Lemma 6.2, and (6.4) with r replaced by r - 4, 
ak(C40,C2r-4)-~k(CZr)=~k--4(P2r--9)-~k-5(PZr-11) 
= fJk(G-8). 
If r = 4 or 5, then the result follows by (6.5) and Lemma 6.2. 1 
LEMMA 6.4. Let n and z be integers with n 2 8 and n < T < 2n. Let A 
be a balanced matrix in U(n, ?) with per A = p(n, 7). Then any connected 
component of the graph G,,(A) which is a path has length at most 5. 
Proof. We know A has at most two O’s in each line. Suppose some con- 
nected component of G,,(A) is a path of length m > 10. This path arises 
from a submatrix of A which is combinatorially equivalent to P,. By 
Lemma 6.2 and Corollary 5.3 we may replace this submatrix by one which 
is combinatorially equivalent to C4 0, P,,- 4 without decreasing the per- 
manent. In this fashion we eventually obtain a balanced matrix B in U(n, t) 
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with per B = ~(n, z) such that any connected component of G,,(B) which is 
a path has length at most 9, and some component is a path of length 6, 7, 
8, or 9. 
First suppose that a path of length 9 is a connected component of G,,(B). 
Then B is combinatoriaily equivalent to P, 0,. Y, where the order of Y is 
n - 5 2 3. Because Y has at most two O’s in each line, on-J Y) > 0. By 
Corollary 5.2, 
per(C, 0,. P, 0,. Y) - per(P, 0,. Y) 
min/S.n-5} 
= 1 (O,L,(C, 0,. Ps)-~s-,(P9)) on-5--puw)2. 
p=o 
By Lemma 6.2 each term in the sum above is nonnegative and the term 
corresponding to p = 1 is positive. Thus 
per(C, Oc P, 0,. Y) > per(P, O,, Y) =&I. z), 
a contradiction. Therefore no connected component of G,,(B) is a path of 
length 9. 
Similarly, 
per(C, 0, P4 0,. Y) - per(P, 0,. Y) 
min{4,np5) 
= F. (Q,-,(C4 oc P,)- a,-,(P,f)o,-,-,(Y)p!(p+t)! 
By Lemma 6.2 each term in the summation above is nonnegative and the 
term corresponding to p = 0 is positive, and we again obtain a contradic- 
tion. Therefore no connected component of G,(B) is a path of length 8. A 
similar argument shows that no connected component of G,(B) is a path of 
length 7. 
Now suppose that a path of length 6 is a connected component of G,(B). 
Because B is square, some other connected component of G,,(B) is a path 
of even length q, By what we have already shown, q = 2,4, or 6. It follows 
that B is combinatorially equivalent to P6 0, P,‘@, Y, where Y is a square 
matrix of order s = n - 4 - q/2. 
First suppose that q = 2 SO that s > 3. It follows from Lemma 6.1 that 
CAP4 0,. p,‘, 2 a,(P, 0, P$) 
for all integers k, with strict inequality for k = 4. Because G,- ,( Y) > 0, it 
follows from Corollary 5.2 that 
per(P, 0, P: 0, Y) > per(P, 0, PT 0, Y) = p(n, t), 
a contradiction. Hence q # 2. 
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Because P;f =LT PT 0, C,, it follows from Corollary 5.2 that 
per(P, 0, PZ 0, Y) = per(P, 0, PT 0, C, 0, Y), 
and hence q # 6. 
Finally, suppose that q = 4. Because P, = ~ C, 0, P,, 
per(P6 0, Pi 0,. Y) = per(C, 0, P, 0,. PZ Oc Y). 
Also 
CAP, 0, p:, G a/#, 0, P3) 
for all integers k, with strict inequality for k=4. Because n> 8, 
a,-4(C4 0, Y)>O. 
Hence by Corollary 5.2, 
per(P, 0, P, 0, C, 0, Y) > per(P, 0, PTO, Y) = l-0, z), 
a contradiction. Thus q # 4, and a path of length 6 cannot be a connected 
component of G,(B). 1 
LEMMA 6.5. Let n and z be integers with n > 8 and n <z < 2n. Let A be a 
balanced matrix in U(n, z) with per A = p(n, z). Then any connected com- 
ponent of the graph G,(A) which is a cycle has length at most 6. 
Proof We know A has at most two O’s in each line. Suppose some con- 
nected component of G,(A) is a cycle of length 2r > 12. This cycle arises 
from a submatrix of A which is combinatorially equivalent to Czr. By 
Lemma 6.3 and by Corollary 5.3 we may replace this submatrix by one 
which is combinatorially equivalent to C, 0, Czr-- without decreasing the 
permanent. In this fashion we eventually obtain a balanced matrix B in 
U(n, r) with per B = p(n, r) such that any connected component of G,(B) 
which is a cycle has length at most 10, and some component is a cycle of 
length 8 or 10. 
First suppose that a cycle of length 10 is a connected component of 
G,(B). Then B is combinatorklly equivalent to Cl0 0, Y, where the order 
of Y is n - 5 2 3. By Lemma 6.3 with r = 5 and Corollary 5.2, 
per(C, 0, C, 0, Y) - per(Clo 0, Y) = -per(Y) + a,-6(Y). 
Because Y has order at least 3 and has at most two O’s in each line, 
6,-J Y) > per Y. Thus 
per(C, 0, C, 0, Y) > per(C,, 0, Y) = An, z), 
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a contradiction. Therefore no connected component of G,(B) is a cycle of 
length 10. 
Now suppose that a cycle of length 8 is a connected component of 
G,(B). Then B is combinatorially equivalent to C, 0, Y, where the order 
of Y is n - 4 2 4. We have o,JCS) < o,(C!*>) for all integers k, with strict 
inequality for k = 4. Because on _ J Y) > 0, it follows from Corollary 5.2 that 
per(Cj2)@,. Y) > per(C, 0,. Y) = ,U(IZ, r), 
a contradiction. Therefore no connected component of G,(B) is a cycle of 
length 8. 1 
The purpose of the next lemma is to further restrict the set of com- 
ponents of G,(A) when A is a balanced matrix in U(n, z) with 
per A = ~(n, T). 
LEMMA 6.6. Let n and z be integers with n 2 8 and n < 7 < 2n. Let A be a 
balanced matrix in U(n, 7) with per A = ,u(n, 7). Then the connected com- 
ponents of G,(A) satisfy the following: 
If two components are paths, then their lengths differ by at 
most 1. (6.6) 
There are at most two components which are paths of length 4. (6.7) 
If there are two components which are paths of length 4, then 
there cannot be a component which is a path of length 5. (6.8) 
There is at most one component which is a path of length 5. (6.9) 
If there is a component which is a path of length at most 2, 
then there cannot be a component which is a cycle of length 4. (6.10) 
There is at most one component which is a cycle of length 6. rf 
such a component occurs, then n is odd and 7 = 2n. (6.11) 
Proof: We know A has at most two O’s in each line. By Lemma 6.4 a 
path which is a component has length at most 5, and by Lemma 6.5 a cycle 
which is a component has length 4 or 6. 
To prove (6.6) we need to show that two paths whose lengths differ by 
more than 1 cannot both occur as components of G,,(A). We treat the case 
where the lengths are 3 and 5. Suppose paths of lengths 3 and 5 occur so 
that A is combinatorially equivalent to P, 0, P, 0, Y, where the order of 
Y is at least 3. By Lemma 6.1, a,(P, 0, P,) < ok(P, @‘, P:) for all integers 
k with strict inequality for k = 5. If per Y > 0, then by Corollary 5.2, 
per(P, 0, PT 0, Y) > per(P, 0, P, 0, Y) = per A = An, z), 
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a contradiction. Because per Y> 0 for n > 8, we must have n = 8 and 
per Y = 0. Thus A is combinatorially equivalent to P, Oc P, Qc P, 0,. Cz. 
But 
per(P, 0,. P4 0, P$ Oc C,) > per(P, 0, P, 0,. P, 0, C,), 
a contradiction. Thus paths of lengths 3 and 5 cannot both occur as 
components of G,(A). The other cases can be treated similarly, and (6.6) 
follows. 
Suppose there are more than two components of G,(A) which are paths 
of length 4. Because A is square, there are at least four components which 
are paths of even length, and it follows from (6.6) that these paths have 
length 4. Thus A is combinatorially equivalent to P,<*> 0, PT<*) 0, Y. 
Because bk( C4 0 Pi”)) > CJ,J P, 
inequality for k f4, . . . . 
<*) 0, PTQ>) for all integers k, with strict 
10, (6.7) follows from Corollary 5.2. 
Suppose there are two components which are paths of length 4 
and a component which is a path of length 5. Then A is combina- 
torially equivalent to P, Oc Pr Oc P, 0, Y. Because ak(C4 0, P,<‘)) > 
crk(P4 @c P: @c Ps) for all integers k, with strict inequality for k = 4, . . . . 8, 
(6.8) follows from Corollary 5.2. 
Suppose there are two components which are paths of length 5. Then 
A is combinatorially equivalent to P, <*> @,, Y, where the order of Y is 
s=n-622. Because 
-1, if k = 6, 
Uk(C4 0,. P,“), - o,(P,<2)) = 1, if k = 4, 
0, otherwise, 
it follows from Corollary 5.2 that 
per(C, 0, Pi*) @I< Y) - per(P, <*)Oc Y)= -per Y+a,-,(Y)(2!)*. (6.12) 
If per Y = 0, then because s > 2, the right side of (6.12) is positive. Now 
each s-diagonal of Y gives rise to (5) (s - 2)-diagonals of Y and each such 
(s - 2)-diagonal occurs in at most two s-diagonals. Hence 40,~,( Y) > 
s(s- 1) per Y, and it follows that the right side of (6.12) is positive if 
per Y > 0. Thus (6.12) contradicts per A = ~(n, t), and (6.9) holds. 
Suppose that a cycle of length 4 and a path of length 1 both occur as 
components. Then A is combinatorially equivalent to C, 0, P, 0, Y, 
where the order of Y is n - 3 > 5. Because o,(P,) > ak(C4 0, PI) for all 
integers k, with strict inequality for k = 3, we contradict per A = p(n, 7). 
Now suppose a cycle of length 4 and a path of length 2 both occur as 
components. Because A is square, it follows from (6.6) that A is 
combinatorially equivalent to C4 Or P, 0, P: 0, Y, where the order of Y 
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is n - 5 > 3. Because a,JP, 0, P;f) > B,J C4 0, P, 0, PT) for all integers k, 
with strict inequality for k = 4 and 5, we again contradict per A = ~(n, r), 
and (6.10) follows. 
Suppose there are two components which are cycles of length 6. Then 
A is combinatorially equivalent to C, c2> @ Y, where the order of Y is ( 
s = II - 6 2 2. Because 
I -2, 
if k = 6, 
ak(C,<3+ak(C,<2>)= 3, if k = 4, 
0, otherwise, 
we obtain from Corollary 5.2 
per(Ci3>@,. Y)-per(C, (2)@c Y) = -2 per Y+ 30,~,( Y)(2!)2. 
As in the proof of (6.9) we contradict per A = ~(n, 7). Thus there is at most 
one component of which is a cycle of length 6. 
Now suppose A is combinatorially equivalent to C, 0, Pj 0, Y for some 
positive integer j. By Lemma 6.4, 1 < j < 5. First assume 1 < j < 4. Because 
c, oc pj 6, pj+t., 
p(n,t)>per(P,+,O,. Y)>per(C,O,.P,O,. Y)=perA=p(n,z), 
and we contradict Lemma 6.4. Now assume j = 5. Because 
if k = 6, 
ak(C4 0,. P,) - a,(& 0,. Ps) = 
if k = 5, 
if k =4, 
otherwise, 
it follows from Corollary 5.2 that 
per(G 0,. P, 0,. Y) - per(C, 0, Ps 0, Y) 
= -per Y+a,-,(Y)+a,_,(Y)(2!)*. 
As in the proof of (6.9) we contradict per A = ~(n, 7). Hence if a cycle of 
length 6 is a component, then every component is a cycle. Now (6.11) 
follows from Lemma 6.5. 1 
We now prove Theorem 2.3 for balanced matrices. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let n and r be integers with n 2 8 and 0 < T < 2n. Let A be a 
balanced matrix in W(n, 2) such that per A =p(n, T). Then A is com- 
binatorially equivalent to one of the matrices given in Theorem 2.3. 
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Proof. If 0 <r <n, then by Corollary 4.4 A is combinatorially 
equivalent to the matrix (2.1). We now suppose that n < r < 2n. 
Because A is balanced and per A = ~(n, T), there are at most two O’s in 
each line of A. Therefore each connected component of G,(A) is a path or a 
cycle. By Lemma 6.4 the paths have lengths at most 5, and by Lemma 6.5 
the cycles have lengths 4 or 6. 
First suppose that n is odd and t = 2n. Then it follows from (6.11) of 
Lemma 6.6 that A is combinatorially equivalent to C,<‘“-3)‘2) 0, Cc. 
Because C4 = U2 and C, is combinatorially equivalent to I,, A is 
combinatorially equivalent to the matrix (2.7). If a cycle of length 6 is a 
connected component of G,,(A), then by (6.11) n is odd and r = 2n. 
Next suppose that n is odd and z = 2n - 1. Then exactly one component 
is a path, and all other components are cycles of length 4. By (6.10) this 
path has length m = 3, 4, or 5. Because n is odd, m # 3. Because A is 
square, m # 4. Hence A is combinatorially equivalent to the matrix (2.6). If 
a path of length 5 is a component, then it follows from (6.6), (6.7), and 
(6.8) and the fact that A is square that n is odd and r = 2n - 1. 
In the remainder of the proof the components of G,(A) are therefore 
paths of lengths 1, 2, 3, or 4 and cycles of length 4. By (6.6) paths of 
lengths 2 and 4 cannot both occur as components. Hence, because A is 
square, A is combinatorially equivalent to 
Pl”>@, (P, 0, Py@& P,<‘>@, (P, 0, PT)@>Oc C$‘>, 
where a, b, c, d, and e are nonnegative integers with bd = 0. By (6.7), d = 0 




We multiply (6.13) by 3 and (6.14) by 2 and subtract to obtain 
a+b-d-2e=3n-22. (6.15) 
Now suppose that n is odd and (3n + 1)/2 < r < 2n - 2. Assume d = 0. 
Then because 3n - 22 < - 1, (6.15) implies e 2 1 and hence by (6.10), 
a = b = 0. From (6.13) we now obtain 2c + 2e = n which contradicts n odd. 
Therefore d= 1. Now (6.6) implies that a = b = 0, and by (6.13) and (6.14), 
c = 2n - 2 - z and e = t - (3n + 1)/2. Thus A is combinatorially equivalent 
to the matrix (2.5). 
Next suppose that n is even and 3n/2 < r < 2n. Assume d = 1. From (6.6), 
a = b = 0 and from (6.13), 2c + 5 + 2e = n which contradicts n even. 
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Therefore d=O. It now follows from (6.13) and (6.14) that c=2n --t and 
e = r - 3n/2. Thus A is combinatorially equivalent to the matrix (2.4). 
Now suppose that r d 4 n. Assume that either d or e is positive. Then by 
(6.6) and (6.10), a = b = 0. From (6.15) we now obtain 3n < 22, a contra- 
diction. Thus d= e = 0. We now multiply (6.13) by 4 and (6.14) by 3 and 
subtract to obtain 
a-c=4n-32. (6.16) 
Suppose that r > z n. By (6.16), c > 1 and hence by (6.6), a = 0. Thus 
c = 3r - 4n and by (6.13) b = 3n - 22. Because P2 0, Pf is combinatorially 
equivalent to I, OJ2, A is combinatorially equivalent to (2.3). Now 
suppose that 7 <: n. By (6.16), a> 1 and hence by (6.6), c = 0. Thus 
a=4n-32 and by (6.13), b=7-n. Because P$“>=J,--ZI,, A is 
combinatorially equivalent to the matrix (2.2). 1 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 
By Lemma 6.7 it s&ices to show that there does not exist an unbalanced 
matrix in U(n, 7) whose permanent equals p(n, 7). 
Assume A is an unbalanced matrix in U(n, 7) with per A = p(n, 7). It 
follows from the proof of Lemma 4.3 that there exists a sequence of 
matrices A,, = A, Al, . . . . A, such that 
Ai E U(n, 7) (i=O, l,...) t), (7.1) 
perAi=p(n,r) (i = 0, 1, . . . . t), (7.2) 
Ai is obtained by switching a 0 and a 1 in some line of Ai- 1 
(i’ 1, 2 9 ..., t), (7.3) 
Ai is unbalanced (i = 0, 1, . . . . t - 1) and A, is balanced. (7.4) 
By Lemma 6.7, A, is combinatorially equivalent to one of the matrices 
given in Theorem 2.3. By Lemma 4.2, 
perA,-perA,-, =perC, 
where C is a submatrix of order n - 2 of A,. Because A, has at most two O’s 
in each line and n > 8, it follows from Kiinig’s theorem that per C> 0. 
Hence per A, > per A,- i which contradicts (7.2). 1 
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8. THE MAXIMUM PERMANENT FOR 3 <n d 7 AND n + 1 < z 6 2n 
In Theorem 2.3 we determined the matrices in U(n, z) with maximum 
permanent for n > 8 and O<r <2n. The determination of the maximum 
permanent in U(n, z) for n < 3 is trivial. Now let 4 <n G 7. For 0 <z Gn, 
the matrices in U(n, r) with maximum permanent are described in 
Corollary 4.4. For n + 1 < r Q 2n, one may adapt the lemmas in Section 6 to 
determine those matrices in U(n, z) with maximum permanent. These 
matrices are given in Table I up to combinatorial equivalence. Note that in 
several cases there is more than one matrix which achieves the maximum 
permanent. The matrix F in the first line of the table is 
i 0 1 0 111’  0 1 0 1 I 
The matrices E,, are as defined in Lemma 4.10. 
TABLE I 
Matrices U(n, T) with 
n 5 p(n, T) maximum permanent 
4 5 6 F, f’, 0, P:Qc 01, P, 0, (J2 -12). P, 0, p, 
4 6 6 Eo 
4 7 4 02 Q< P,, 4, 
4 8 4 op 
5 6 34 P,@,P:O,J2-I2 
5 7 26 f’, 0, Pz Q, I’;, P$“Qc 01, Pa 0, P:Q, 0, 
5 8 24 4, 
5 9 18 Es.9 
5 10 14 Em 
6 7 214 P, CBc P:@D, (J, --I,) 
6 8 176 (Pz @, P;)c2) 
6 9 142 pj3>, P, Q, P;Q~ P,, p5 a p2 0, P: 
6 10 120 &JO 
6 11 97 I,O,P, 
6 12 82 I$?) 
7 8 1554 f’z 8, P:Qc (54 - 1,) 
7 9 1312 (P2 @ P;)(2)@. O1 
7 10 1106 P&, P, @, Pi 
7 11 933 P4 Q, P:Q, P,, P, 8, Pj2) 
7 12 792 02 Qc P, Q, P:. 02 QB, Ps Q, P3,0, Q, P, Q, I’:. 
0,‘2)Qc p, Q, p:, P6 (8, P: 
7 13 676 o$2’$, p,, 02 @, PP, I, @, 02 @, ps 
7 14 580 O,‘*)Q, I,, 02 Q, Cm 
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